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Abstract. This study aims to assess and analyse the patterns of segregation and stratification in pouring heaps of
granular mixtures composed by binary sized and uniformly shaped particles. We present 2D and 3D simulations
which respectively build deposits of poured disks and spheres by means of a discrete-element approach known
as contact dynamics (CD). In order to identify preferable conditions for segregation and stratification, we try
several deposition scenarios varying the pouring flow rate, injection height, heap’s width and mass ratio between
large and small grains in our binary samples. Although some authors assert that shape dispersity might not be
necessary to obtain stratification, the phenomenon seems hard to seize with mono-shaped granular media as it
appears to require a close control on pouring conditions. The introduction of our DEM models and statistical
analysis intend to provide examples of what could constitute efficient numerical tools to study the remaining
open problems related to heap segregation patterns prediction.

1 Introduction

Granular flows are often found in natural environments
and industry as main mechanism for transport and deposit
of geomaterials. Pouring grains onto heaps produces, for
instance, segregation and stratification which could affect
activities such as building stockpiles of crushed mined ore
and dumping in mining waste rock piles.

Segregation and stratification are responsible for a dis-
tribution of particles in distinctive assemblies driven by
differences of physical properties among granular sam-
ples. Segregation has been examined highlighting the role
of percolation and buoyancy as the main mechanisms of
splitting by grain properties [4, 20]. Such grain kinemat-
ics have been observed in existing granular dumps [14]
and studied with experiments and mathematical modeling
on repeated occasions [16, 19]. Stratification, on the other
hand, is less understood. Makse et al. experimentally
triggered stratification by dropping a bi-dispersed mix-
ture composed of small glass beads and larger angular
sand grains in a narrow container [12–14]. By pouring
particles onto a pile, they displayed a pattern with alter-
nating layers of glass beads and sand parallel to the free
surface of the heap. The key parameter for stratification
was therefore attributed to the difference of repose angles
between the two particles species, leading to a competi-
tion between size and shape induced segregation. The
resulting unsteady state is responsible for the creation of
repeated surface avalanches building the pile upwards, a
motion known as "kink". Gray et al. [8, 9] verified that
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these avalanches act as a kinetic sieve which enforce grain
rolling over the pile. In the meantime, Baxter et al. [1]
drew stratification patterns from pouring binary-sized and
similar shaped mixtures onto a heap, asserting that differ-
ences between repose angles or shape profiles could not
be necessary to trigger the phenomenon but were only af-
fecting the range of fill rates inducing stratification display.
More recently, Benito et al. provided evidence that stratifi-
cation could be drawn from pouring binary sized mixtures
only made of spherical particles, supporting the previous
assertions [2, 3]. Their findings were obtained following a
study on the influence of experimental parameters includ-
ing size ratio, mass flux and dropping height. In particular,
they found out that stratification, for such a mono-shape
grain case, needs larger size ratios between the two fam-
ilies of particles, lower feeding rates, and a smaller cell
width. Such results have been lately replicated by Zhang
et al. in 3D discrete-element simulations exposing parti-
cle stratification for analogous pouring conditions [21].

In this paper, we perform 2D and 3D DEM simulations
pouring binary samples of size-dispersed disks or spheres
to build granular deposits. We intend to reproduce particle
segregation and stratification after the pouring of mixtures
involving no shape dispersity. Our numerical experiments
allow us to vary and control deposition settings in attempt
to display the same splitting effects as observed in the lit-
erature. We detail the numerical procedures in Sec. 2. The
results are discussed in Sec. 3, including qualitative obser-
vations and quantitative assessments. We end this study
with a series of conclusions and perspectives.
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Figure 1. Testing cell representation.

2 Numerical procedures

We created a DEM model based on a set of experiments
that intended to display stratification from granular mate-
rial pouring [2, 7–9, 11–14]. Our testing device is a quasi
two-dimensional cell with a fixed grain feeding system
(see Fig. 1) allowing one to control the injection height and
the flow rate of the deposition. Our modelling was possi-
ble with the use of the software LMGC90, developed in the
University of Montpellier, which allows one to create var-
ious deformable or non deformable objects and solve the
dynamics of mechanical systems by means of the contact
dynamics (CD) method [18]. The CD approach [5, 10, 17]
is a nonsmooth implicit numerical method in which the
equations of motions are integrated for multi-contact sys-
tems with unilateral contacts and friction.

We perform the pouring of circular grains in 2D and
spheres in 3D simulations using binary size distributions.
The large grains have a 3mm diameter while the small
have a 1mm diameter. Particles size ratio is thus set to 3:1
according to ideal stratification cases involving no shape
dispersity in granular mixtures, described by Benito et al.
and Zhang et al. [2, 21] or reviewed by Fan et al. [6].
Mass fill rates and free fall heights are also chosen to fit
the parameters used in these previous works for discrete
avalanche initiation under a slow feeding process. Each
simulation is performed for a given mass index, defined
as the ratio of the total mass of coarse particles over the
total mass of small ones, which describes the mixture’s
proportion. The testing cell is reproduced with friction-
less sidewalls and a rough base to prevent grains’ exces-
sive rolling. In 3D simulations, the width of the cell was
varied between D = 3mm or 10mm. We drop the grains
next to a narrow face of the cell so the heap builds up be-
ing supported by the sidewalls and the rough base. We
pour up to 60,000 particles at the final step of the depo-
sition. Cell’s dimensions, physical properties and pouring
settings are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Simulations core parameters.

Model’s parameters Value
Cell’s length, L (mm) 500
Cell’s height, H (mm) 500
Cell’s width, D (mm) 3 or 10
Particles size ratio, sr 3:1, sr = 1/3

Samples mass ratio, mLS 0.5 or 1
Particles density (kg/m3) 2,700
Mass feeding rate, f (g/s) 0.1 to 0.6
Injection height, h (mm) 10 to 50

3 Results and discussions

Figures 2 and 4 present screenshots from our simulations
in which small grains are colored in light blue and coarse
particles are colored in a dark tone.

In order to give a quantitative assessment of segre-
gation in heaps, we introduce a mixing index mI which
adapts to 2D and 3D geometries. The index express segre-
gation intensity in terms of coarse particles proportion in
a given pile region. We define mI as:

mI =
nL

ns.sr
a + nL

=
mLS ,div

mLS ,div + 1
;

a = 2 for 2D models
a = 3 for 3D models

where nL and ns are the number of large particles and small
particles, respectively, in a heap division, sr

a is the volume
ratio factor between small and coarse particles, and mLS ,div

is the mass ratio observed in a heap division.
Figures 3 and 5 summarize mI computations. For each

pouring scenario, we divide the resulting pile in ten ver-
tical stripes, perpendicular to the horizontal axis, of equal
surface or volume. The mixing index is then computed for
each one of these divisions to measure the distribution of
particles sizes along the heap’s length. The index mI turns
out to be convenient as it allows one to compare mixing
quality from piles differing in dimensions. The value taken
by the index in each heap division may vary between 0 and
1, from a fully segregated region containing only small
particles to one with only large grains.

3.1 Segregation

Heap’s representations (see Figs. 2 and 4) successfully
display segregated patterns both in 2D and 3D simulations.
Each pouring scenario seems to distribute larger particles
at the bottom of the sample due to avalanche development
on the free surface of the pile. The avalanches initiate a
void-filling mechanism which makes small particles sink
while large ones reach the upper layer of the flow. On top
of the flow, coarse particles experience a greater velocity
leading them to gather at the flow front as systematically
observed in Refs. [8, 16]. Large particles’ motion ends
when the flow comes to rest on the outer parts of the gran-
ular pile while small grains early segregate inside the pile.

Those observations are additionally verified by the
mixing index (see Figs. 3 and 5) which consistently shows
a segregation trend across the granular piles: small parti-
cles are more likely to be found near the deposition point
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Figure 2. Heaps patterns as results of 2D simulations; (a) mass
ratio mLS = 0.5, size ratio is 3:1, f = 0.1g/s and h = 10mm; (b)
mass ratio mLS = 1, size ratio is 3:1, f = 0.1g/s and h = 10mm.

Figure 3. Mixing state computation across 2D granular deposits,
heaps are divided in ten vertical stripes of same surface along its
length. mI gradations corresponding to mixtures initial mLS are
indicated as horizontal thresholds.

and coarse ones segregated at the tail of the heap. These
observations are in agreement with the experimental stud-
ies of Benito et al. [2] and simulations of Zhang et al.
[21]. Flow segregation patterns occur for injection heights
varying between 10mm and 50mm, flow rates between 0.1
and 0.6g/s, and mLS = {0.5, 1}. According to both 2D and
3D simulations, the evolution of mI along the heap is not
sensitive to changes of the flow rate neither the injection
height, but is dependent on the initial mLS .

3.2 Stratification

Figure 2 presents two examples showing a blurred intern
distribution of grains obtained after the pouring process.
The 2D model proved itself incapable of building a granu-
lar pile stable enough to constitute a static bed of particles
on which the next layer forms. We observe large consecu-
tive avalanches damaging the structures created by kinetic
sieving. Therefore, an alternating layering of particles is
not likely to occur. The repetition of this destructive mech-
anism then causes a broad mixing of the existing heap.

Figure 4. Heaps patterns as results of 3D simulations; (a) mass
ratio mLS = 1, size ratio is 3:1, f = 0.6g/s, h = 50mm and
D = 3mm, (b) mass ratio mLS = 1, size ratio is 3:1, f = 0.4g/s,
h = 10mm and D = 10mm; then (c) presents (b) deposit with the
smaller particles hidden.

Figure 5. Mixing state computation across 3D granular deposits,
heaps are divided in ten vertical stripes of same volume along its
length. mI gradations corresponding to mixtures initial mLS are
indicated as horizontal thresholds.

Conversely, the 3D model proves to be a better config-
uration to investigate stratification. The third dimension
added to the testing cell helps the simulation to build a
bounded heap more resilient to free surface flows develop-
ment. By pouring spherical particles in a narrow container,
they profit from an increased number of contacts and fi-
nite size effect which enhance their connectivity. A static
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bed of grains then progressively takes shape and surface
flows are able to act as repeated kinetic sieves. The void-
filling mechanism which has been found responsible for
stratification is thus triggered. Results presented in Fig-
ure 4 expose granular distributions with alternating strata
of large and small particles coupled to strong concentra-
tions of coarse segregated grains at heaps’ tail. Figure 4(c)
proves that such layers appear throughout the cell’s width
instead of a simple pattern being displayed on the walls.
These patterns are similar to Zhang’s et al. simulations
[21] but for a broader set of deposition parameters such
as those investigated by Benito et al. [2]. Yet, it remains
complex to assess any stratification degree as the layers
do not present similar thickness or regular separation. The
fact that a close control over deposition parameters seems
necessary to produce such results demonstrates non shape-
dispersed mixtures stratification might only be triggered in
a narrow window of pouring scenarios. Since 3D models
successfully reproduce stratification mechanisms and ex-
pose layering trends, we consider that clearer stratification
patterns would be observed by pouring more particles to
build granular piles of bigger scales. However, DEM sim-
ulations’ consumption of time and resources could limit
the capabilities of modeling larger collections.

4 Conclusions

A numerical study aiming to display segregation and strat-
ification patterns from pouring size-dispersed granular
mixtures of uniformly shaped grains onto heaps has been
presented. We carried out DEM simulations in the frame-
work of the contacts dynamics approach to create 2D and
3D grain piles while varying deposition parameters.

Segregation and stratification have been described
qualitatively. Segregation has also been quantitatively as-
sessed with the definition of a mixing index expressing
coarse particles volume proportion in various heaps’ re-
gions. Both 2D and 3D simulations successfully displayed
segregation for every deposition setting, but only 3D sim-
ulations demonstrated granular patterns which can be re-
lated to stratification. By pouring spherical particles, strat-
ification mechanisms have been observed acting to build
layered patterns. Our results support recent upstream ex-
perimental and numerical studies showing mono-shaped
samples stratification in narrow testing cells. Close con-
trol over pouring parameters appeared though necessary
to trigger only size-dispersed samples stratification, which
should make reconsider its so-called "spontaneity". Still,
mechanisms of free surface segregation have been success-
fully observed with the lateral growth of the heaps.

As perspective of this work, similar numerical studies
involving shape-dispersed mixtures are essential to assess
whether shape dispersity might remain a catalytic condi-
tion to stratification display in such pouring conditions. In
order to validate such models, the investigation of heap
flow kinematics is also required.
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